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With lawmakers in Washington battling over whether to raise the U.S. debt ceiling, 
investors are wondering what they should do with their stocks and bonds. 

The answer: Nothing. 

That's the word from local money managers and financial planners, who are advising 
clients and other investors not to panic or overreact to the political skirmish in 
Washington. 

Instead, they say, investors should just wait it out, focusing on their long-term goals 
rather than short-term worries. 

"Sitting tight is probably the better strategy at this point," said Gerald T. Cole, managing 
partner and chief investment officer of Arbor Capital Management in Amherst. Indeed, it 
may even be a buying opportunity if stocks do fall enough, such as by 10 percent. 

"We believe that the market is totally undervalued, and any market weakness would be 
a great buying opportunity," said David Elias, a principal at Alesco Advisors LLC in 
Pittsford, which manages $1.5 billion in assets for clients. Elias is the founder of Elias 
Asset Management in Williamsville, now Nottingham Advisors. 

The one exception is for those who expect to need their money within the next year for 
a specific purpose, such as for a down payment or purchase of a home or other large 
expense. 

"If you're going to be needing the money within the year, it's good to have it in cash," 
said Anthony Ogorek, head of Ogorek Wealth Management LLC in Williamsville. "I 
would just be out of that position today. Investing turns into gambling when you inject a 
short-term time horizon." 



Congress and the Obama administration are struggling to reach an agreement on the 
debt limit. Without an increase, the administration has warned that it will not have 
enough money after Tuesday to pay all of its bills, including its debt. 

That has sparked major fears worldwide that the United States could, for the first time, 
default on its bonds, long considered one of the safest investments in the world. 

Even if the nation does keep making its debt payments, observers are also concerned 
about a downgrade by debt ratings agencies, which could affect the rates consumers 
and businesses pay on loans, which often have rates that are tied to government bonds. 

As a result, consumers are worried about their holdings in stocks, bonds and even 
money-market funds. "We are seeing concern," Ogorek said. "The phone is definitely 
ringing more than usual, and they typically are people who are concerned about what is 
going to happen to their investments in the event there is a default and a credit 
downgrade." 

But the local experts dismissed the concerns, calling the chances of a government 
default or even a ratings downgrade very low. 

"There's certainly heightened awareness and a general concern," Cole said, adding, 
"We think the probability of an actual default in the debt is minimal. It's not likely at all." 

Regardless, though, the money managers urged investors to stay calm and stay 
focused on the next five to 10 years, rather than trade on worry about the short-term. 

"Sometimes the best thing to do is nothing," Elias said. "Don't worry about the next few 
weeks or months." 

And he cited recent research by RBC Wealth Management that found, over the past 
150 years, that each time the market was flat or down over a 10-year period, it rose as 
much as 10 percent in the next decade. 

"We believe the markets will be significantly higher 10 years from today," he said. 
"There will be air pockets and downdrafts along the way. It will not be a straight line. But 
the long-term investor will be rewarded for their patience." 

In the meantime, Cole said investors "can anticipate heightened volatility," which 
creates opportunities for buying and selling if they're smart about it. "There's going to be 
a choppy market, and investors are going to need to be a little nimble," he said. 

And the markets could jump in response to a resolution of the situation, which the 
money managers fully expect. "The political considerations could evaporate overnight if 
cooler heads are able to prevail," Ogorek said. "In the event that happens the market 
could be up by several hundred points." 



Overall, the managers denounced lawmakers for essentially creating what Ogorek 
called an "artificially manufactured crisis" that has paralyzed consumers and businesses 
who have long taken for granted the stability of the U.S. government. 

"The ability to plan when the most fundamental tenets of society are being questioned 
makes for an environment of fear and uncertainty, and that's very bad for an economy 
that's as weak as ours," Ogorek said.  

 


